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A HYDROGRAPHIC APPROACH TO THE ALPS 
• 

PART III 

BY E. CODDINGTON 

SUB-SYSTEMS OF (ADRIATIC .W. NORTH SEA] BASIC SYSTEM 
' 

HIS is the only Basic System whose watershed does not penetrate 
beyond the Alps, so it is immaterial whether it be traced· from 
W. to E. as [Adriatic .w. North Sea], or from E. toW. as [North 

Sea . w. Adriatic]. The Basic Watershed, which also answers to the title 
[Po ~ w. Rhine], is short arid for purposes of practical convenience 
scarcely requires subdivision, but the distinction between the Aar 
basin (actually Reuss, and Limmat) and that of the Rhine itself, is of 
too great significance to be overlooked, to say nothing of the magnitude 
and importance of the Major Branch System involved. This gives two 
Basic Sections of very unequal dimensions, but the ., Alps being of 
natural origin cannot be expected to fall into more or less equal com
partments. Two rather less unbalanced sections could be obtained 
by differentiating Ticino.- and Adda-drainage on the Po-side, but this 
would exhibit both hydrographic and Alpine inferiority. 

(1) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM (Po .W. AAR]. 
This System happens to be synonymous with (Po .w. Reuss] and 

with [Ticino .w. Reuss]. · 

The Watershed 
From .Wyttenwasserstock (E) the Basic Watershed runs generally 

E.N .E. to the Hiihnerstock, Passo Cavanna, Pizzo Luceridro, St. 
Gotthard Pass, and Pizzo Centrale; thence S.E. to the Giubing and 
Unteralp Pass, and finally E.N.E., to end in the otherwise not very 
notable Piz Alv .1 

Offshoot in the Po ( Ticino) basin 
A spur runs W.S.W. from the Giubing and carries the Poncione di 

Laghetto and the Sorescia. Part of it forms part of the right side of 
Val Canaria, but it can be covered by the title [Sella (Torta) .w. 
Ticino]. 

Offshoots in the Aar (Reuss) .basln 
(a) A short spur running N. from Pizzo Lucendro carries the 

Ywerberhorner and can be called [S. Gotthard Reuss .w. Realper 
(U rseren) Reuss]. · 

1 Other perhaps better known but less topographically important mountains 
of this name occur elsewhere in the Alps. 
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(1) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM [PO .w. AAR] 
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(b) A short branch system running N. from Pizzo Centrale answers 
to the title [Unteralp Reuss .w. Reuss] and carries the Gamstock on 
its watershed, and_ the Kastelhorn on a spur towards the Reuss. 

It will thus be seen that the Basic Section System [Po .w. Aar] is 
not only very short, but of small Alpine content and low mountain 
qualification. Its claim to be a Basic Section System rests solely on 
hydrographic considerations. It consists entirely of conventional 
Lepontine Alps. 

(2) NORTH SEA MAJOR BRANCH SYSTEM [RHINE .w. AAR] . 

It is obvious that' Rhine 'here refers only to that section of the river 
(and its affiuents) above its junction with the Aar, and which is actually 
called ' Rhine.' It is also obvious that ' Aar ' refers to the whole Aar 
basin including the Reuss, Limmat, etc. : in fact the actual Aar is not 
appreciably involved. The' Vorder Rhein' and the' Hinter Rhein' both 
receive various tributaries starting from the Basic Watershed, before 
uniting to form the Rhine, which flows through Lake Constance. 
Albert Heim worked out the probable past history of the ' Grisons 
R.hines ' in regard to river trespass and capture. 2 

The Watershed 
Starting N. from Piz Alv the watershed carries Badus (Six Madun), 

Oberalp Pass, and Piz Giuf where it turns N.E. to traverse the Ober
alpstock, Diissistock, and Catscharauls, and thence runs E. to the Todi 
(the highest mountain of the system), Piz Urlaun, and the Bifertenstock. 
The direction again becomes N.E. to the Ruchi and Hausstock; 
E.N.E. to the Pannixer Pass, Vorab, Piz Segnes, Saurenstock (Piz 
Sardona), Grosse Scheibe, and the Grauehorner (with Piz Sol). Beyond 
this the watershed running N. temporarily falls so low that it is not 
surprising t<? find its continuation usually classed · as an independent 
Group. The low part (under soo m.) 'that divides the Rhine valley 
from the streams that feed the Walen See' is natural (Muirhead), and 
is crossed by the railway between Mels and Sargans but not apparently 
honoured with the title Pass. There are reasons for believing that the 
Rhine once took its course through this depression into what is now 
the Limmat basin. 3 N. of the gap the watershed rises to the Alvier before 
turning W.N.W. to traverse the Churfirsten and the Speer, beyond 
which its Alpine characteristics continue to diminish as it makes its 
way, generally N.W., to its natural but scarcely Alpine end.4 

• 

Offshoots towards the Rhine 
(a) A spur which can be called [Vorder Rhein .w. Frisal] runs S.E. 

from the Bifertenstock and carries Kavestraugrond. · 
2 ]. Partsch, Central Europe, 1905, Plan on p. 34· 
3 Ibid., p. 28. 
4 For a geological delimitation of the Alps in these directions, see La limite 

entre les Alpes et le Plateau suisse by Fernand Bosse in Les Alpes, Janvier 1950, 
p. J8. 
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(b) A spur which leaves the watershed at a node just S. of the 
Saurenstock first runs E.S.E. to the Ringelspitze and Kunkels Pass, 
then turns N.E. to traverse the Calanda range. It answers to the title 
[Vorder Rhein .w. Tamina]. 

(c) A longer branch system can be based on [Rhine .w. Thur] . 
Its watershed starts N. from the E. extremity of the Churfirsten and, 
after carrying the low pass between the heads of the Thur and Simmi, 
turns N.E. to the ·Hoher l{asten, then curves N.W. and W. to its 
natural but scarcely Alpin_e end.5 

The Altmann and Santis lie near the outset of a many ribbed sub
sidiary branch on the Thur-side, which answers to the title [Sitter .\V. 

Thur]. 

Offshoots in the Aar basin 
(a) A spur which can be co.nsidered [Maderaner .w. Reuss] runs 

N .N .W. from Piz Giuf and ends in the Bristenstock. 
(b) A great Qranch system has its origin in Catscharauls and can be 

based on [Limmat .w. Aar], which i~ virtually synonymous with 
[Limmat .w. Reuss]. Its watershed first runs N. to the Claridenstock 
and Klausen Pass; then N.N.E. to · Boser Faulen; N.N.W. to the 
Pragel Pass; W. to the Mythen; and finally N.N.W. to its natural but 
barely Alpine end.5 

On its Limmat-side a spur [Linth .w. Klon], containing the Glar-
nisch massif, runs N .E. from the Boser Faulen. . · 

On its Reuss-side: A spur, predominantly [Schachen .w. Made
raner], runs W. from the Claridenstock and carries the Scheerhorn
Windgalle range. The Rossberg and Rigi can perhaps b~ traced to lie 
on a spur running W. from a node some way N. of the Mythen.5 

(c) A spur running N. from the Grosse Scheibe carries the Foo Pass 
then turns. N.W. to the Miirtschenstock Group. It can be called 
[Seez .w. Linth]. 
· The established names of the various confluents of the Limmat are 

not conducive to watershed delineation, and the transition of the Linth 
into the Limmat has been ~rtificially modified by canalisation. 

The Major Branch System [Rhine .w. Aar] has great Alpine content, 
and most of it -moderately high mountain qualification. It contains all 
Coolidges ' Range of the Todi ' ; all his ' Alps of N .E~ Switzerland ' ; 
and a small fraction of the conventional Lepontines. 

(3) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM [Po .w. ' GRISONS' RHINEs]. 

The Watershed 
Starting E. from Piz Alv the watershed describes a curve rather like a 

reversed letter S (i.e. B) ; the upper half carries Piz Borel and encloses 
the head of Val Canaria ; the lower half carries the Bocca di Cadlimo 
and Punta Nera, and encloses the head of Val Cadlimo. It next runs 
E. along th_e right side of Val Cadlimo to gain the Lukmanier Pass. 

5 See footnote 4, p. 332, above. 
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(The boundary between the Cantons of Tessin and Grisons, however, 
patronises the higher left side of the valley.) It now runs E.N.E. to 
Scopi, Cima Camadra, Piz Medel, Greina Pass, and Piz Terri. A sharp 
' plunge ' S. traverses the Vernokhorner, Piz Sorda, and reaches the 
Rheinwaldhorn (the highest mountain of the system). It next runs E. 
to the Poncione della Frecione, Zapporthorn, Bernardin Pass; S.E. 
to Cima di Balniscio (where the Swiss-Italian frontier which bounds 
the Canton Tessin joins this Basic Watershed); N.N.E. to the Tam
bohorn ; E. to the Spliigen Pass, Surettahorn, and Piz Timun or Emet 
(where the frontier diverges to mak~ the Val di Lei, I tali an). Another 
' plunge ' S. leads to Pizzo Stella and Passo de Lei, and a turn E. to 
Cima di Lago (where the frontier returns after its ·Val di Lei diversion), 
and Piz Gallegione (where the frontier diverges to make the Val 
;Bregaglia mainly Swiss). Finally the watershed runs N .E. to Pizzo 
Marcio, the Gletscherhorn, Piz Turba, the Septimer Pass, and its end 
at Piz Lunghin. 

Offshoots ln .Po bann 
(a) A spur predominantly [Val Canaria .w. Val Piora] runs S.W. 

from Punta Nera and carries Cima Camoghe. 
(b) A branch running S.E. from a node just W. of the Lukmanier 

Pass is (Ticino . w. Brenna] and carries P. Lucomagno and Pizzo Molare. 
(c) A branch predominantly (Ticino .w. Calanca], more compre

hensively (Ticino .w. Moesa] runs S. from Poncione della Frecione 
and carries Fil Rosso and Cima di Cogni. 

(d) More hydrographically important is· the branch system~ the 
Alpine portion of which is covered by the title [Ticino . w. Add a]. Its 
water$hed (intermittently patronised by the frontier on its 1,essin 
diversion) runs S. from Cima di Balniscio to Pizzo Quadro (Corbet), 
Sasso della Paglia, Passo di San J orio, Pizzo Menone, Monte Bregagno 
and Monte Generqso. Further S. the Alpine character fades away 
before an inquest need be held to determine the watershed's natural 
end. 

Lake Lugano draining W. into L. Maggiore is in the -Ticino basin. 
Pizzo Camoghe lies on a secondary spur which leaves the ':vatershed 
S.E. of Passo diS. Jorio. 

(e) A spur running E. from. Pizzo Marcio carries Piz Duan. 

Offshoots in the ' Grisons ' Rhine basin . 
(a) A branch starting from a node between Piz Borel and the Bocca 

di Cadlimo first runs E. along the left side of Val Cadlimo and after 
carrying Piz Bias and Piz Rondadura turns N.E. to Piz Ganeretsch. 
It answers to the title [Medel .w. Vord. Rhein]. 

(b) A spur running N. from Scapi carries Piz Valatscha. 
(c) A spur running W. from Cima Camadra carries Piz Ufiern and 

Piz Cristallina. 
(d) An important branch system can naturally be based on [Hinter 

Rhein .w. Vorder Rhein] which runs E.N.E. from the Rheinwaldhorn 

• 
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(3) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM (PO .w. 'GRISONS ' RHINES) 
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and carries the Giiferhorn, Kirchalphorn, Alperschellihorn and Pi:r. 
Beverin. 

Separate spurs towards the Vorder Rhein carry the Furketlihorn, 
and the Fanellahorn. 

(e) The rivers and valleys concerned in a considerable branch 
system whose watershed runs ·N. from Piz Turba are inconveniently 
narr:~d for watershed delineation. Thus on one side, the .stream from 
the Septimer Pass flows down the Val Cavreccia to join the Julia, which 
flows through the Oberhalbsteintal to join the Albula, which flows 
through the Schyn Gorge before joining the Hinter Rhein. On the 
other side the A verser Rhein derived from various confluents joins the 
Hinter Rhein which flows through a valley called Schams and the Via 
Mala .before being joined by the Albula. The title [Albula .w. Hint. 
Rhein] seems over-comprehensive \vhilst that of [Julia .w. Hint. Rhein] 
is neither accurate nor quite comprehensive. The watershed carries 

. the Jupperhorn, Piz Platta, and Piz Curver. 
Towards the Julia a spur carries Piz Forbisch and Piz Arblatsch. 
On the Hint. Rheinside a spur carries Piz Grisch (the best known 

of several). . · · 

The Basic Section System (Po .w.' Grisons' Rhines] has consider
able Alpine content but only moderate mountain qualification. It 
consists mainly of conventional Lepontine Alps with. some Albula (or 
Rhretian ?) Alps. · 

• 

SUB-SYSTEMS OF [ADRIATIC .W. BLACK SEA] BASIC SYSTEM 

IN the Adriatic basin three outstanding drainage systems Ci}n .be iden
tified: {I) The Po basin, (2) The Adige basin, (3) The 'Venetian' 
basin. Black Sea drainage is primarily divisible into : that entering 
the ' German' Danube, and that entering the ' Hungarian' Danube. 
The most important contributor to the ' German ' Danube is the Inn, 
and the most important contributor to the ' Hungarian ' Danube is 
the Drave (Drau, Drava). The Basic Sections can be composed 
according! y. 

{I) BAsic SECTION SYSTEM (Po .w.' GERMAN' DANUBE]. 

For ' Po ' may be substituted ' Adda ' and for ' " German " Danube ' 
can be substituted either' Inn ; or' Ober Engadin.' 

The Watershed · 
The Basic Watershed (unaccompanied by any frontier) starting from 

Pizzo Lunghino first runs S.E. to the Maloja Pass, Piz della Margna, 
Monte Muretto (where it is joined by the Swiss-Italian frontier after its 
Bregaglia diversion), and Piz Fora. It next traverses the Bernina 
range, running E.N.E. to Piz Gliischaint, Piz Roseg, Piz Scerscen, and 
the southern flank (but not the summit) of Piz Bernina. It here turns 
S.E .. to Piz Argient and Piz Zupo (the highest ·point on the Basic 
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FORNO .w. MAIRA 

"' CIMA DI CANTONE 

PIZ BACONE 

ALBIGNA .w. MAIRA 
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(1) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM (PO .w. ' GERMAN ' DANUBE) 
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• 
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-1-
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• 
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• 

• 
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If 
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• 
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~ 
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• 
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• 
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Watershed) ; N.E. to Piz Pali.i (where the frontier departs to make the 
Poschiavo valley, mainly Swiss), Piz Cambrena, Piz d'Arlas, Bernina 
Pass, Piz Lagalb, and a nameless (?) node just W. of the Forcella di 
Livigno. 

(At this nameless node the frontier performs strange antics. The 
return from the Poschiavo diversion has taken place'some way further E. 
and followed the watershed obversely from E. toW., with Italy on the 
N. side and S.witzerland on the S. side, up to this node. From the 
node the frontier also leaves the watershed to make the Livigno (Spol) 
valley, mainly Italian.] 

From this node the. watershed (with the obversely running frontier) 
runs S.E. to the Forcella di Livigno and the Corno di Campo (but a 
short cut by the frontier leaves this peak entirely in Switzerland) and 
thence N.E. toP. Paradisino (on the frontier) .. This peak (3305 m.) is 
higher than the Corno di Campo (3234- m.) and as conspicuous but 
receives much less notice. It seems· to have been called Vazzugna in 
old maps and panoramas.6 Next follows a run N.E. to Piz Valnera 
(where the frontier first returned after its Poschiavo diversion), Pizzd 
Z.embrasca, Monte Corno, and Passo di Foscagno. Thence N. to ' thel 
Alpisella Pass, and E.N .E. to the Passo di Fraele and Piz Murtarol 
(where the frontier returns from its J.jvigno diversion), and finally 
E.S.E. to Piz Schumbraida and its end at the otherwise not very notable 
Monte Forcola, where Po drainage gives way to that of Adige (and 
frontier leaves the Basic Watershed to touch the Stelvio Pass and make 
the Munstertal, mainly Swiss). ._ 

Offshoots in the Po' ( Adda) basin 
(a) A considerable branch system of high mountain qualification · 

can be based on [Maira .w. Adda]. Starting from Monte Muretto its 
watershed (followed by the frontier returning from its Bregaglia 
diversion) runs S.W., to Monte di Forno, then S. to Monte Sissone, 
then W. to traverse Piz Torrone, Cima di Castello, the Pizzi del Ferro, 
Cima della Bondasca, Passo di Bondo, Piz Cengalo, and Piz Badile; 
beyond which it turns S. (into Italy) and S.W. to its natural end. 

On its Maira-side : A spur running N. from Cima Castello carries 
Cima di Cantone and Piz Bacone. It is predominantly [Forno .w. 
Albigna], but more meticulously [Forno .w. lVIaira]. A spur running 
N. from the Cima della Bondasca carries the Pizzi di Sc"iora and Pizzo 
di Cacciabella. It is covered by the title [Albigna .w. MairaJ. 

On the Adda-side a high spur starting S.E. from Monte Sissone is 
dominated by Monte Disgnizia and can be based on (Adda .w. 
Malenco]. · · 

(b) A branch (followed by the frontier goil)g for its Poschiavo 
diversion) runs S. from. Piz Pali.i. It is capable of alternative interpre
tations of which perhaps [Adda .w. Poschiavo] is as good as any. It 

6 Baedeker, 1928. Map of Val Tellina and Engadine, p. 521 ; Panorama vom 
Piz Languard, p. 502. Topographischer Atlas der Schweiz, · 1944. ~ · · 
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carries Pizzo di Verona, Piz Canciano, and, as defined, leads to Pizzo 
Combolo, where it turns E. to its natural end. 

A spur from P. Canciano towards the Adda leads to Pizzo Scalino. 
(c) The branch system whose watershed runs S. from Piz ·valnera 

can be based on [Poschiavo .w. Adda] and carries Pizzo Saoseo, Pizzo 
Teo, and Piz di Sena (all on .frontier). 

On its Adda-side a spur which can be regarded as [Adda .w. Val 
Viola] runs E. and carries Cima di Viola and Cima di Piazzi . 

. 

Offshoots in the' German 'Danube (Inn) bas£n 
(a) A branch containing Il Chapiitschin, Piz Corvatsch, and Piz 

Surlej, runs N. from a node just W. of Piz Gliischaint. It is virtually 
covered by the title (Roseg .w. Engadin] but is more comprehensive 
as [Bernina . w. Engadin]. 

(b) The actual summit of Piz Bernina (4055 m., the highest in the 
whole Basic System) lies on the outset of a branch which runs N. from 
a node (3885 m.) just E. of the summit of Piz Scerscen. It also carries 
Piz Morteratsch, Piz Misaun, and Piz Chalchagn. To include the last 
named it must be called (Bernina .w. Roseg] rather than [Morteratsch 
.w. Roseg]. 

A spur towards Val Roseg carries Piz Tschierva . 
(c) The spur [Bernina .w. Morteratsch] runs N.W. from Piz d'Arlas 

and carries Piz Trovat, the Diavolezza Pass, and Mont Pers. 
(d) The branch which runs N. from the node just W. of the Forcella 

di Livigno can be based on [Livigno (Spol) .w. Ober Engadin]. Its 
watershed carries Piz Stretta, Munt Cotschen, Piz Casana, Monte 
Serra (thus far followed by the frontier), and Piz Quater Vals. 

A spur towards the Inn starts W. from Piz Stretta and carries Piz 
Languard, Piz Muraigl, and Piz Vadret. It is covered by the title 
[Chamuera .w. Inn]. . 

The Basic Section System [Po .w. ' German ' Panube] has high 
mountain qualification and considerable Alpine content. It consists 
entirely of conventional Bernina (or Rhretian ?) Alps, though the 
Italians claim all the features ·on their side of the frontier as part of 
their Alpi Lombarde. 

(z) ADRIATIC MAJOR BRANCH SYSTEM (Po .w. AniGE]. 

Few if any authorities see the ranges of this system as a single one, 
though it can be traced quite comprehensively right up to its Alpine 
limit. Owing to unfortunate changes of political frontiers, alternative 
names abound and it is difficult to know which to use. To give all is 
cumbersome, while to give the new Italian names makes the. writings of 
the pioneers unintelligible. German publications naturally tend to 
retain German names. The Times Atlas, 1922, uses many Italianised 

' names but perpetrates ., Toblaco ' for Dobbiaco, and reverts to Zufall
spitze for Cevedale. The Encycloptedia Britannica, 1937-1947 (J. I.. 
Platt) generally retains the German names. 

• 
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The Watershed • 

Starting from Monte Forcola the watershed describes the following 
course. E. to Piz U mbrail ; S .E. toW ormser J och, Dreisprachenspitze 
(where formerly three frontiers met), Stelvio Pass, and Geisterspitze; 
_E.S.E. to Tuckettspitze, Thurwieserspitze, Order Pass; Hochjoch, 
Monte Zebru, Gran Zebru (Konigspitze), Suldenspitze, and Monte 
Cevedale ; S.S.E. to Pallon della Mare, and Monte Vioz ; S.W. 
to Punta San Matteo, and Corno dei Tre Signori; S.S.E. to 
Tonale Pass; and S.S.W. to Corno Lagoscuro. Adda drainage 
here gives way to that of Sarca (the name of the Mincio above 
Lake Garda). From the Corno Lagoscuro the watershed, as here 
defined, makes a sharp turn E. traversing Cima Presena, the Busazza, 
and Monte Presanella. It now steadily loses altitude and, becoming 

- part of the margin of the Nambino (Campiglio, to Sarca) basin, first 
runs E. to the Passo di Campo, and Pietra G.rande, then S. through a 
section of the ' Brenta Dolomites ' to the Cima del Groste, a little S. of 
which it_ makes another sharp turn E. to become part of the margin of 
the Molveno basin, watered by the Lambin (Bior, Vigili), which runs 
intermittently underground to the Sarca. After traversing Monte 
Gallina it rounds the head of Lake Andalo before turning S. to Monte 
Paganella, Monte Gazza, and eventually the long low range of Monte 
Baldo lying E. of Lake Garda. Alpine characteristics fade away 
before it reaches its natural end at the sea coast. · 

• 

Offshoots in the Po basin · 
(a) A spur running S.W. from the Gran Zebru (Konigspitze) carries 

Monte Confinale, and answers to the title [Val Zebru .w. Frodolfo 
(Furva)]. , 

(b) Monte Pasquale lies on a short spur running W. ·from Monte 
· Cevedale (S). 

(c) A spur running N.W. from Punta San Matteo is dominated by 
Punta Tresero and answers to the title [Forno .w. Gavia]. 

(d) A branch system, extensive but of modest height, originates in 
the Corno dei Tre Signori, and can be comprehensively based on [Adda 
.w. Oglio]. Starting W.N.W. it traverses Monte Gavia, then makes a 
long run S.W. to the Aprica Pass, beyond which it develops into the 
' Bergamasque Alps.' At lVIonte Gleno it bifurcates and the water
shed as defined runs S .W. to the .dolomitic Presolana, then loses its 
Alpine status before losing its identity. · 

On its Adda-side : A spur running N .W. from Monte Gavia, and 
dominated by Monte Sobretta can be regarded as [Frodolfo .w. Adda]. 
-A branch (Alpi Orobie), serving two different reaches of the Adda, 
runs W. from Monte Gleno and carries the Pizzo di Coca, Pizzo del 
Diavolo, and Pizzo dei Tre Signori, at which point it fans out to con
stitute the cluster_ of mountains lying_ E. of Lake Como, and containing . 
the Grigna group. 

(e) A large and important branch system, in alignment with the 
preceding portio~ of its parent watershed and having on the whole 

-
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greater robustness than the continuation of the same, starts S. from 
Corno Lagoscuro. It can be based on [Oglio .w. Mincio] but this 
r~presentation involves the composite Val Giudicaria, whose N.E.-half 
is drained by the Sarca and its tributary Arno (ex Val Breguzza), and 
whose S.W .-half drains (via the small Roncone, and considera~le 
Chiese) into the Oglio. Thus, between the Arno and RQncone, the Val 
Giudicaria is bridged by a nameless{?) .pass ( cros_sed by the road 
between the hamlets of Bondo and Roncone).7 From Corno Lagoscuro 
the watershed [Ogl~o .w. Mincio] angles its way S. through most of 
the peaks projecting from the great glacier shroud covering the Adamello 
Massif. These include Monte Mandrone, Monte 1\damello (the 
highest), Monte Furno, .and Care Altp. On the N.E. flank o( the 
m~ssif lies the great Mandrone Glacier, the source of the Sarca. S. of 
th~ Care Alto the wate~shed runs S.S.W. to traverse the relatively low 
Cima .Cop di Bregu?za before turning E.S.E . . to bridge the Val 
Giud~c~.r:ia by .the above-mentioned pass, j'l:lst .E. _of which it turns S. 
shedding its Alpine character b~fore losing its . id~ntity. . . 

On its Oglio-side : A branch rut:tning . W. from a node just S. of 
Monte A.damello fans out at the Corno Baitone to form spurs between 
various affiuents of the Oglio. The, br~nch [Oglio .w. Chiese] r11:ns S. 
from Monte Furno, and carries Cima Buciaga, Monte Campellio, and 
Re di Castellq, .subsequently losing its Alpine character. before reaching 
its natural end. - . . -

(f) A branch runs W.S.W. from the salientS. of Cima del Groste 
and carries the Bocca di Tuckett, Cima Brenta~ Cima Tosa, and other 
'· Brenta .. Dolomites.' The .topography and inapposite naming of the 
.contiguous drainage ~ basins cop.spire to make it difficult to assign a 
comprehensive watershed title. Perhaps the most plausible_ .is [Ren
d.ena-Sarca .w. Giudicaria-Sarca]. These Dolomites · obviously take 
their name from a small river which drains from them into. the Nambino 
affluent .of _the Rend~na Sarca, and have no connection with the large 
river Brenta which drains cettain other notable Dolomites ·into the • 

Gulf of Venice. . . 

Offshoots in the Adige basin 
(a) The Ortler (Ortles) lies ·on the spur [Sulden .w. Trafoier] which 

runs N. from a node between the Order Pass and. Hochjoch. 
(b) A branch running N.E. from the Suldenspitze can be based on 

[Martell , .w. Adige], the reach of the Adige involved being the Vint
schgau (Val Venosta)~ It carries the Eissee Pass, Madritschspitze, 
Hint. Schontaufspitze, Schildspitze, and Pederspitze on its watershed. 
· Towards the Vintschgau a spur runs N.W. from the Schildspitze and 
carries the somewhat higher V ertainspitze and Hohe Angelus. 

(c) A larg~r branch system starts from Cevedale (N) and cap be 
based on [N oce • w. Adige]. Its water~hed .starts E .N .E. and carries 
the Furkele Scharte, and Veneziaspitze ; then makes a kink southwards 

7 There is a celebrated Passo di Bondo in the Bregaglia. Here the names 
. Roncone, Arno, or Giudicaria &uggest themselves for the pass. 
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to the Eggenspitze, from which it describes a great arc E. and S. 
echoing the course of the N oce. and arriving at its natural end in the 
Mendel Gebirge. 

On its N oce-side minor spurs separate various affiuents of that river. 
On the Adige-side a branch carrying the Zuffritspitze can be regarded 

as [Ulten .w. Vintschgau] . 

It will thus be seen that the Major Branch System [Po .w. Adige] 
has great Alpine content and high mountain qualification. It consists 
of' Rhretian Alps,' or alternatively of Ortler, Adainello, and Lombard 
Alps ; but for the Italians it is partly 'Alpi Lombarde ' and partly 
' AI pi Atesine.' 

• 

(3) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM [ADIGE .w. ' GERMAN ' DANUBE]. 

For ' " German Danube " ' may be substituted ' Inn.' Alternative 
names continue abundant in the Adige basin. 

The Watershed • 

The Basic Watershed (temporarily forsaken by the frontier for its 
M iinstertal digression) starts from Monte F orcola and pursues the follow
ing course : N .W. to Dossradond Pass, Piz Daint, and the Ofen Pass (Sii 
Som); E. to Munt della Bescha and the Urtiolaspitze(whereitisrejoined 
by the frontier after its M iinstertal diversion) ; N. to Piz Sesvenna (where 
a short diversion W. iri favo~r of Italy ends at), the Schlinig Pass (Sur 
Sass), ·Hintere Scharte, and Aussere Scharte, immediately N. of which 
the watershed turns sharp E. to carry the Reschen Scheideck (Passo di 
Resia). [The Swiss-Italian frontier instead of turning E. continues N. 
to end at a point just N. of Piz Lat, but the Austrian-Italian frontier 
runs S.E. from this point to join the Basic Watershed a little E. of the 
Pass which is consequently wholly in Italy.] From the Reschen 
Scheideck the watershed runs E. to form the right (N.) side of the 
Langtauferertal, and at the Hennesiegelkopf also engages.the Kaunsertal 
with its Gepatsch Ferner; then continues S.E. to the Weisseespitz 
and the Hintereisspitze (S. peak8 where Otztal drainage is engaged). 
The watershed now forms a salient projecting to the S.W. on which lie 
the lofty Hoch Vernagelwand, Weisskugel (the highest point on the 
Basic Section watershed) and Innere Quellspitze. It next runs E. along 
the head of the Otztal to the Hoch J och, Finailspitze, Similaun, Hintere 
Schwarze, Kaarlespitze, and Hochwildspitz~. Thence N .N .E. to the 
Hochfirst, Timml Joch, Schwarzwandspitze (where Etsc~.drainage gives 
way to Eisack), Sonklarspitze, and ·Wilde Pfaff (where Otztal drainage 
gives way to Stubai); E. to Fuerstein (where drainage more direct into the 
Sill begins), Tribulaun, Brenner Pass, Pfitscherspitze (where Zillertal 

8 Some maps place this peak on a branch arising from the Hoch Vernagel
wand, but in more recent ones (German and Italian) it is made the node of the 
branch. The discrepancy is perhaps due to different interpretations of the spot 
noted by Conway 'where a part of the Gepatsch glacier's neve tumbles into 
the Langtauferer ice-stream.' ·See A.J. 57· 359· Note 16

. 
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drainage is arrived at), Hochfeiler; E.N.E. to Mosele, Loffier, Wollbach
spitze, Dreiecker, Krimml Tau ern (the Pass where the Hohe Tau ern range 
begins), Glocknerkahrspitze, Vetta d'Italia (the most northerly point of 
Italy) and finally to end at the Dreiherrenspitze (P£cco .dei Tre Signori), 
where drainage from the Basic Watershed to the Inn and ' German ' 
Danube gives way to that of Drave and' Hungarian ' Danube. 

, 

Offshoots in the Adige basin 
(a) A branch . runs W. from the W eisskugel and can be based on 

[Langtauferer .w. Vintschgau]. It carries the Barenbartkogl on its 
watershed. A spur towards the Vintschgau carries the Valvelspitze. 

(b) A branch running S. from the Innere Quellspitze can be based 
on [Vintschgau .w. Schnalser] and carries the Schwemserspitze and 
the Salurnspitze. 

(c) A branch running S.E. from the Hochwildspitze can be based on 
[Vintschgau .w. Passeier] and carries the Hochweisse on its watershed ; 
whence a spur towards the Vintschgau is dominated by the Texl. 

. (d) Of greater hydrographic value, but somewhat inferior mountain 
qualification, is the branch [Etsch .w. Eisack] which runs S.E. from the 
Schwarzwand. It carries the Batzer and J auf en Pass . 

. 

Offshoots .t'n the German Danube bas£n 
The branches are numerous and some are high and large. 
(a) From Piz Daint a spur runs N.W. (into the Swiss National Park). 

It carries the Buffalora Pass ( Giufplan) and answers to the title [Fuorn 
. w. Spol]. 

(b) A branch system which can be based on [Unter Eng_adin .w. 
Spol] runs W.N.W. from Munt della Bescha and carries Piz Tavru, 
Piz Foraz, and Piz Nuna, on its watershed. 

On its Inn-side : A spur runs N. from Piz Foraz carrying Piz Zuort 
and Piz Pissoc and is predominantly [Searl .w. Plavna]. A spur further 
W. carries Piz Plavna ( da Daint). 

(c) A spur from a node between Piz Sesvenna and the Schlinig Pass, 
mainly [Uina .w. Searl], runs N .W. and carries Piz Cristannes, Piz 
Cornet, and Piz Lischanna. 

(d) A spur runs N. from the angle in the Basic Watershed W. of the 
Reschen Scheideck and carries Piz Russenna and Piz Lat (followed by 
the Swiss Italian frontier to a point just N. of the latter peak). It can 
be regarded as [Stille .w. U nter Engadin]. 

(e) The branch [Kaunser (Faggen) .w. Ober Inn] runs N. from the 
Hennesiegelkopf and contains the Glockturm and the Glockhaus. 

(f) A great branch system starts N .N .E. from the S. peak of the 
Hintereisspitzen and can be comprehensively based on [Otztaler Ache 
. w. 0 ber Inn]. Its watershed traverses the northern peaks of the 
Hintereisspitzen, the Fluchtkogl, and Hoch Vernagtspitze, where it 
bends E. to the Brockkogl, Wildspitze (the highest summit in the 
Section System), and the Weisserkogl, where it turns N. to traverse the 

• 
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Innere Schwarze Schneide, Hohe Geige, and several lower mountains 
. before bending N .N .W. to its natural end. 

Towards the Ache spurs are generally short and insignificant. 
On its In~-side a branch running N. from the Hoch Vernagtspitze 

c.arries the Olgrubenspitze, Rosstitzkogl, and Rofelewand. Though 
predominantly [Pitz .w. l(aunser] it can only be made comprehensive 
as [Pitz .w. Ober Inn]. . 

The general layout of this bran~~ system. is somewhat si~ilar to that 
of [Visp .w. Rhone] : with the Otztal corresponding to the Visptal ; 
the Inn to the Rhone ·; the Pitztal to 'the Val d'Anniviers ; the Hin
tereisspitze (S. peak) to the Tete Blanche ; and the Hoch Vernagt
spitze to the Dent Blanche. The device for securing a dominant 
watershed is on the same lines. 

(g) The spur [Spiegel .w. Roferi] runs N.E. from a node on the 
E.-arete of the Finailspitze and carries the Kreuzspitze and 
T hallei ts pi tze. 

(h) The branch [Gurgler .w. Venter] runs N. from the Kaarle
spitze and carries the Schalfkogel, Firmisanspitze, Ramolkogl, and 

. Gampelkogl, all on its watershed. 
(i) Another large branch system starts from the Wilde Pfaff, but is 

not so easy to manipulate. Its watershed starts W .N .W. and traverses 
the ~uckerhiitl, Schaufelspitze, and Westl. Daumkog~, where it turns 
N. to various other Daumkogls, the Hollthalspitze, and the Wilde 
Hinterbergl. Here it bifurcates ; one branch running N .N .W. ; the 
other N .E. ; and the question arises as to which should be chosen as 

· the continuation of the parent watershed. Both branches are abqut 
the same length, but the former is more robust and extends all the way 
from the Basic Watershed to the Inn, whereas the la~ter is slightly 
curtailed owing to the fact that the Rutz (Stubai) joins the Sill before the 
latter joins the Inn. Adopting the former, gives a parent branch water
shed [Ober Inn .w. Otztal], not to be confounded with the previous 
[Otztal .w. Ober Inn]. The watershed of the branch system then 
continues from the Wilde Hinterbergl to the Brunnenkogl, Seblerkogl, 
Grieskogl, a Rosskogl, and the Erzwande, where it turns W. to its 
natural end. 

Towards the Inn (including Sill): The spur [Unterberg .w. 
Oberberg] runs N.E. from the Hollthalspitze into the Stubai basin and 
carries the Ruderhofspitze, and various Seespitzen. A branch, pre
dominantly [Stubai .w. I~n], more meticulously [Sill .w. Ober Inn], 
runs N.E. from · the Wilde. Hinterbergl, to the Aperes Hinterbergl, 
Villerspitze, Schlickerwand and the Saile (S.W. of lnnsbruck). It is 
the alternative that could have been made the continuation of the 
parent watershed of the branch system under the title [Sill .w. 
Inn]. The topography and name .distribution of the Melach basin 
are of interest, though unhelpful for watershed delineation. The 
Melach coming from the Lisenzer Glacier (situated in the angle of 
bifurcation) first flows N. in the Lisenzertal, but when about half,;vay 
to the .Inn is joined by the Zirmbach flowing E.S.E. out of the 

• 
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Griesertal, after which it runs E.N.E. through the Sellraintal to join 
the Inn (a little W. of Innsbruck). A spur running E. from tlie 
Erzw an de forms the left sides of the Griesertal and the Sellraintal. 
It can be called [Melach .w. Inn] and carries, the Kreuzjoch, another 
Grieskogl, and another Rosskogl. 

Towards the CYtztal : A spur running from the W estl.. paumkogl 
carries the Wildeck. It answers to the title [Sulz .w. Otztal]. A 
short spur running W. from a node midway between the Hollthalspitze 
and Wilde Hinterbergl carries the lofty Schrankogl. A spur running 
W. from a node N. of the Rosskogl bends N. to carry the Acherkogl. 

(j) A branch running N.N.E. from the Fuerstein forms most of the 
left side of the Gsclinitztal but is only covered by the title [Sill .w. 
Stubai]. It carries the W etterspitzen, Habicht, and W aldrastspitze 
(Series S. of Innsbruck). 

( k) E. of the Brenner a long branch system, starting N. from the Pfits
cherspitze (formerly Hohewandspitze) can be based on [Ziller .w. Inn]. 
Its watershed carries the Olperer, Tuxer Joch, and Geierspitze, eventually 
turning N.E. to its natural end. 

On its Ziller-side a spur running N .E. from the Olperer carries the 
RifHer and answers to the title [Zamser-Zemm .w. Tuxer]. 

On its Inn-side a spur runs N.W. from the Geierspitze. It can be 
called [Unter-Inn .w. Sill], and leads eventually to the Patscherkofl 
(S.E. of lnnsbruck). . 

(l) The spur [Ziller .w. Stillup] runs N.W. from the Wollbachspitze 
and carries the Stangenspitze and the Rosswand. . 

( m) Of hydrographic importance is the considerable branch system· 
[Salzach .w. Inn]. Its watershed starts N. from the Dreiecker and 
carries the Zillerplatten, Reichenspitze, and Hohe Gerlos Pass, then 
works its way round the head of the small Salza valley before running E. to 
form the low left margin of the Ober Pinzgau, and carry the Rettenstein, 
Pass Thurn, and the Gaisstein, all three lying at the head of the Kitz
biihl valley. , It· finally zigzags N. to its natural but scarcely Alpine 
end. 

On its Salzach-side : The branch [Salzach .w. Saalach] starts from 
the Gaisstein and first runs E. forming the left margin of the U nter 
Pinzgau. After skirting the northern end of the Zeller See it turns N. 
and carries the 'Berchtesgaden Group' with the Hochkonig, Steinerne 
Meer, and Watzmann. Further N . a spur running E. forks to carry 
the Steinberge ranges. 

Towards the Inn the most notable branch is [1\chen (Alz) .w. Inn] 
.which runs N. from a node S.W. of the Rettenstein and carries (more 
or less bisecting them) the two ranges of the ' Kaiser Gebirge,' the 
cul~inating point of which is the Elmauer Haltspitze lying on 
the watershed . 

• 

It will thus be seen that Basic Section System [Adige .w.' German ' 
Danube] has great Alpine content and high mountain qualification. 
It is in some ways the counterpart of [' Swiss' Rhone .w. Po], but of 

• 
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course less elevated. In terms of conventional groups it is a regular 
hotchpotch, for (setting a~ide the indeterminate ' Rhretian Alps ') it 
contains all Coolidge's Otztal and Stubai Alps ; most ·of his ' Central 
Tyrolese Alps ' ; some of his Bernina, Bavarian, and Salzburg Alps ; 
and a tiny corner of his Silvretta Group which he brings ·across the 
Inn to the Reschen Scheideck Pass. · 

• • • Ql 

The presumed ancient continuations of the Otztal, Sill, and Ziller, 
will be mentioned when the' Sub-systems of_ [Black Sea .w. North Sea] 
·Basic .System' are considered. · 

(4) BLACK SEA MAJOR BRANCH SYSTEM ['HUNGARIAN' DANUBE .w. 
' GERMAN ' DANUBE]. . 

• 

· These ethnographically qualified names for two different sections 
of the Danube have already been made use of. The river formerly 
flowed out of German-speaking Austria into Magyar-speaking 
Hungary at the Gap of Deveny (Theben), just E. of which lies Bratis
lava (Pressberg, Pozsony).9 Now, of course, Czechoslovakia inter
venes. The -Gap virtually coincides with the point at which the river 
flows between the nearest outliers of the Alps and their kindred Car
pathians (both belong to the ' Alpides ' of Suess). A low outlier from 
the Alps can be traced N. of the river Leitha right up to the Gap vis
a-vis the Little Carpathians, but the junction of the Leitha and the 
Danube is not a straight-forward one. Rather higher hills, also trace
able from the Alps, lie S. of the Leitha but these belong to the Hun
garian basin. Thus purely physical definitions of the two sections of 
the Danube involved, are quite possible, but would be very cumber
some in comparison with those here adopted. How far E. the water
she.d remains ' Alps ' is, as will be seen, a matter of varying opinion. 

Changes of frontier have rendered the Drave. politically less 
' Hungarian ' than formerly. 

The Watershed 
• 

At first the 'Hungarian' drainage is comparatively direct through 
obliqu~-· valleys into the Drave. The ' German ' drainage, through 
remarkably parallel short valleys, into the Salzach. From the Drei
herrenspitze the watershed (unaccompanied by any frontier) starts 
E.N.E. and trav~rses the lofty Simonyspitze, 'Grosse Geiger, and Gross 
Vene.diger (the highest peak on the Major Branch Watershed). At the 
Velbet Tauern it turns E·.s.E. to carry the Walser Tauern, and then 
makes a double bend on which are concentrated the high Eiskogele, 
Johannisberg, Hohe Riff!, and Mittlere Barenkopf. It n~xt runs E. 
to the Hochthor· (Pass) and Hochnarr; then S.E. to the Schareck; 
and E .. to the Hohen Tauern (Pass) and the Ankogl. · The last named 
peak is the hub of (though not the highest in) the most easterly hig~ly 
glaciated district in the Alps. From the Ankogl the watershed runs 
N.E. to the Arlscharte and the Weinschnabel. The Arlscharte is 
generally recognised as the demarcation between the Hohe Tauern 

9 Details in Central Europe, I. Partsch, 1905, pp. 45, 47. 
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range, and that of the Niedere (Kleine) Tauern. From the Wein
schnabl, where more or less direct Drave-drainage gives way to that 
into its great tributary the Mur, the watershed runs N. to the Haslloch 
Pass and Windischscharte, just W. of which Inn-drainage (via the 
Salzach) gives way to that of Enns. The next landmark is the Rad
stadter Tauern from which the course continues E.N;E . carrying the 
Ho·ch Galling, Predigstiihl, Solkscharte, and I-Iohenwarth, E. of which 
a double bend accommodates the basins of the Pols (to Mur) and 
the Palten (to Enns), and carries the Rottenmanner Tauern. Again 
the course runs E.N.E. to the Hochschwab and Schneealpe, where 
Mur-drainage is supplanted by that into the Leitha. From the 
Schneealpe, the watershed running N. discards Enrts- (Salza )' drainage 
for comparatively short streams into the ' German ' Danube, and forms 
a salient at the apex of which is the Reisalp ; whence it may be traced 
E. to the Gap of Deveney. · 

Coolidge (and other high authorities) favour the Radstadter Tau ern: 
as the limit of the Alps in this dire·ction, his pretext being, as in the case 
of the Ligurian Alps, the ' permanent snow criterion.' He thus 
excludes from his Alps the greater part of the Niedere Tauern range, 
though it is higher than, and quite as easily linked to, regions of per
petual snow, as many of the lower ranges he manages to include by 
this device. He does, however, admit the Solkscharte and the Sem
mering Pass to his list of ' Great Historical Passes of the Alps.' John 
Ball includes several features E. of the Radstadter Tauern in his' Alps';· 
some in his ' Northern Noric,' and some in his ' Styrian ' Alps ; and 
favoured the Semmering Pass as the Alpine limit in this direction.10 

This pass, however, is not on the Major Branch Watershed as defined, 
but on a branch running S.E., both sides of which drain into the 
' Hungarian ' Danube. Some authorities fall back on political 
features. E .g. a line drawn from Vienna to Gratz and extended to 
Fiume. , 

Offshoots £n the' Hungarian 'Danube basin 
(a) A spur, which can be called [Isel .w. Tauernbach], runs S.E. 

from the Gross Venediger and carries the high mountains Rainerhorn, 
Kristalwand, and Eichamspitze. 

(b) A lofty and considerable branch system can be based on [Drave 
.w. Moll]. Its watershed starts S.E. from the Eiskogele and carries 
the Glocknerwand, Gross Glockner (the highest summit in the Major 
Branch System), and the Adlersruhe, where it turns S . to carry the 
Peischler Thorl, and Rother Knopf, finally turning E. to the Kreuzeck 
and its natural end. 

On its Drave-side a spur starting S.W. from a node S. of the Rother 
Knopf carries the Glodis and Hochschober, finally turning S.E. It is 
predominantly [Isel .w. Debant]. · 

On the Moll-side : A spur running S.E. from the Adlersruhe 
carries the Hohenwurfkogl and .. the Schwerteck. It can be called· 

s 
10 Encyclopcedia Britannica~ 1875· · 'Alps.' • 
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[Leiter .w. Moll]. A spur running N.E. between two minor tribu
taries of the Moll, ·starts from a node S. of the Rother Knopf, and 
carries the Hornkopf. 

(c) A spur E.S.E. from the Ankogl carries the somewhat higher 
Hochalmspitz and is predominantly [Moll .w. Malta]. 

(d) Of considerable hydrographic importance, but low mountain 
qualification, is [Drave .w. Mur] starting E.S.E. from the Weins
chnabel. After carrying the two snow peaks Hafnereck and (one of 
several) Sonnblick, and the I{atschberg Pass, it develops into the low 
' Carinthian Alps ' carrying the Eisenhut, and the railway pass of St. 
Lambrecht. Later it turns S. to traverse the Schwanberg Alps with 

. Koralpe, and finally runs E. to lose its Alpine character before arriving 
at its natural end. Spurs on either side of the divide are low and of 
little general mountain interest. 

(e) A branch the short Alpine (?) portion of which. is covered by the 
title [Murz .w. Leitha] starts S.E. from the ' Schneealpe ' and carries 
the Raxalp arid the Semmering Pass. Whether regarded as [Mur .w. 
Danube] or as [Drave .w. Danube] it can be carried beyond any 
recognised limit of the Alps. , 

Offshoots in the' German'. Danube basin. 
(a) A spur running N.N.W. from the Gross Venediger carries the 

Keeskogl and is essentially [Unter Sulzbach .w. Ober Sulzbach]. 
(b) A high spur running N.N.E. from the 1\!Iittlere Barenkopf 

carries the Grosse Barenkopf, Glockerin, Grosse Wiessbachhorn, and 
Hochtenn. It is essentially [Fuscher .w. ~apruner]. 

The Fuscher apparently once drained into the Zeller Sea and thus 
fed the Saalach. The Salzach eventually cut back and captured the 
Pinzgau. (Partsch. op. cit. , p. 40.) ' 

(c) Of greater hydrographic importance is the branch system, 
whose watershed starts N. from a node just W. of the Windisch Scharte, 
for it can be comprehensively based on [Enns .w. Danube]. After 
carrying the Wagrein Sattel it zigzags its way E.N .E. to the Dachstein, 
thence N.E. through the Kammer Gebirge to the Weisse Wand at the 
S.E. corner of the Todtes Gebirge, and thus far has formed the head 
and left side of the 0 her Enns basin. It next runs N. through the 
Eastern peaks of the Todtes Gebirge culminating in Hohe Priel and 
finally N .N .E. to lose its Alpine character before arriving at its natural end. 

On its Enns-side, a branch [Enns .w. Steyer] starts E. from the 
Weisse Wand and carries the (railway tunnelled) Pyhrn Pass before 
turning N. to its natural but scarcely Alpine end . 

• 

['Hungarian' Danube .w. 'German' Danube] has great Alpine 
content and high mountain qualification and more than qualifies as 
a Major Branch System. Geologically it forms part of the Main Chain 
of the Alps, but hydrographically it is only the watershed between two 
different sections of the same river, in which respect it resembles 
[' Swiss 'Rhone .w.' S3;voy 'Rhone]. It contains practically the whole 

' 
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of the two Tauern ranges; many of Coolidge's' Central Tyrolese Alps'; 
and some of his Salzberg Alps ; Ball included parts of it in his Northern 
Noric Alps and parts in his Styrian Alps. 

(s) BAsic SEcTioN SYsTEM [AoiaE .w. 'HuNGARIAN , DANUBE]. 

This system also answers to the title [Rienz .w. Drave], and is 
drained by the headstream confluents of these two rivers. Most of the 
features have alternative names. 

The Watershed 
The Basic Watershed makes a salient pointing E. having the Dreiher

renspitze at its apex, and containing the headstreams of the Ahren 
affluent of the Rienz. Thus the Basic Section Watershed /(followed 
by the Austrian-Italian frontier) starts S.W. carrying the Rosshuf, 
Rothspitze and Leigfels ; then S. to the Lengstein, where it engages 
the E.-peaks of the Rieserferner (Vedrette Giganti) culminating in 
the Hochgall 11 (Coli' Alto). Thus far it constitutes the left side of 
the Ahren basin and consists of well glaciated peaks. It now turns 
E.S.E., and after carrying its last snow-summit, the Gross Ohrenspitze, 
makes a rough semicircle eastwards to arrive at the Toblach (Dob
biaco) Pass which bridges the Pustertal. On the semicircle lie the 
Staller Sattel, a Pfannhorn, the Gsieser Thorl, the Riepenspitze, 
another Pfannhorn, and the Strickberg. 

[Between the two last named peaks the frontier deserts the water
shed, taking a short cut E.S.E. to cross the Drave and make the Hol
lenstein, and Sexten (Sesto) valleys, Italian. It rejoins the Basic Water
shed in the Section next to be considered, but not without collecting a 
Pfannspitze on the way.] 

From the Toblach Feld the watershed, carrying the Birkenkofl, 
runs S~ forming the right side of the Hollensteintal, occupied by the 
infant Rienz. The Basic Section ends at the otherwise not very 
notable Paternkofl, where Adige drainage gives way to that of Piave. 

Offshoots in the Adige (Rienz) basin 
(a) A branch system containing the Western peaks of the Rieser

ferner can be based on [Arhen .w. Rienz]. Its watershed starts W.S-.W. 
from the Hochgall, and carries the Wildgall and the Magenstein. 

Separate spurs in the Ahren basin carry the Schneebiger Nock 
(Ruthnerhorn) and Fensterlekofl.. 

(b) A low spur predominantly [Antholzer .w. Gsieser] zigzags S.W. 
from a node between the Staller Sattel and the (northern) Pfannhorn. 
It is dominated by the Rothe Wand. 

Offshoots in the' Hungarian' Danube (Drave) basin 
(a) A spur [Defereggen .w. Isel] starts S. from the Rothspitze. It 

carries the Daberspitze, Klein Glockhaus, and Panargenspitze, then 
turn~ E. to the Stampfelskogl. 

11 Some maps seem to indicate that the actual summit is just W . of the 
watershed. 
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(5) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM [ADIGE .w. ' HUNGARIAN ' DANUBE] 
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(b) A spur which answers to the title [Drave .w. Isel] runs E. from 
a node midway between the Gsieser Thorl and the Riepenkogl. . It 
carries the Weisse Spitze and Degenhorn. 

(c) Just N. of the Paternkofl a spur into the Sexten basin carries the 
Dreischusterspitzen. 

It will thus be seen that the Basic Section System [Adige .w.' Hun
garian ' Danube] is short and has small Alpine content, but owing to 
the Rieserferner it has moderate mountain qualification. Coolidge 
calls the Rieserferner a ' semi-independent group ' but places them in 
his ' Central Tyrolese Alps ' ; the S. half of the system he naturally 
classes with his Dolomites. The whole Section practically coincides 
with the Italians' ' Alpi Pusteresi.' · 

(6) ADRIATIC MAJOR BRANCH SYSTEM [ADIGE .w. ' VENETIAN' BASIN]. 

The left margin of the Adige basin affords a watershed upon which 
the vast majority of ' the Dolomites ' can be comprehensively based. 
The drainage on the other side is by the Piave, Brenta, and other rivers, 
which flow directly into the Gulf of Venice, and these will be treated as 
belonging to a collective ' Venetian ' basin. Although as Leslie 
Stephen12 points out the Dolomites are ' not arranged like mountains 
of mere flesh and blood along a respectable watershed with glaciers 
symmetrically arranged upon their flanks and some regard for geo
graphical propriety ' ; nevertheless the watersheds can be traced on the 
map, and s.een in the undulous downland from which the peaks jut out 
like teeth. Alternative names may be German, Italian or Latin; and 
both rivers and valleys have a habit of changing their names at frequent 
intervals. · 

The Watershed 
From the Paternkofl the watershed starts S.W. carrying the Drei 

Zinnen (Tre Cime di Laveredo), the Lavaredo Sattel, and Col 
dell' Angelo,; thus far forming part of the margin of the Ansiei 
(Auronzo) basin. It now becomes part of the margin of the Ampezzo 
(Boite) basin and running N.W. carries Monte Cristallo, Ampezzo Pass, 
Hohe Gaisl (Croda Rossa) and the Seekofl, beyond which it makes a 
sharp turn to zigzag its wayS. through les Cunturines (with Lavarello) 
and arrive at the many peaked Lagazuoi, where it turns W. leaving the 
Ampezzo basin for that of Cordevole (A gordo). After carrying the 
Settsass and Passo di Campolungo it describes a curve like the letter S. 
On the top half lie the Vallonspitze, Boespitze, Pordoispitze, and 
Pordoi J och. At the Vallonspitze, in the Sella Group, Avisio (Fassa, 
Fiemme, etc.) drainage is engaged along with that of Cordevole. The 
Boespitze is the highest summit of the Sella Group. On the lower 
half of the sinuosity lie the Fedaja Pass and the three summits of the 
Marmolada (the highest mountain in the system). The watershed now 
running S. traverses Monte Cirelle, and eventually arrives at the 

12 The Playground of Europe. Longmans, 1910, p. 240 • 
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northern peaks of the 'Primiero Dolomites.' It turns W. at the Cima 
di Focobon to traverse the Cima di Vezzana and Cimon della Pala, 
between which it discards the Cordevole (Agordo) basin, but continues 
as the left side of the A visio (Fiemme) basin. A small salient pointing 
N. carries the Rolle Pass whence the watershed gradually losing alti
tude makes a long run W.S.W. through Cima Colbricon to Cima 
Lagorei and Monte Scalet. Here it quits the Avisio basin and runs 
S.W. to round the head of Lake Caldenazzo (the source of the large 
river Brenta in the Val Sugana) and make its only near Alpine approach 
to the actual Adige. It now runs S. to Monte Pasubio and eventually 
S.E. to lose its Alpine character before reaching its natural end at the 
sea coast. 

• 

Offshoots in the Adige basin 
· (a) A spur N.N.E. from the Hohe Gaisl, constituting the left side 

of the Hollensteinertal, carries the Diirrenstein and answers to the title 
(Rienz .w. Pragser]. · 

(b) A notable branch system can be based on (Adige .w. Avisio] 
the watershed starting from the Vallonspitze. It first runs N .N .W. 
then turns S.S.W. making a salient (containing the Mortitschtal) 
through the western peaks of the Sella Group. At the Sella Joch it 
turns W.. to traverse the southern peaks of the Langkofel Group 
(Funffingerspitze, etc.), and arrive at the Fassa Joch. It continues to . 
run W. to the southern extremity of the Rosszahne, where it ·rnakes a 
salient to the W., carrying the Tieser Alpl Pass, before turning S. to 
traverse the Rosengarten Group. Aft_er carrying the Karersee Pass and 
Latemar1 it runs S.W. to find its natural end. 

The more notable subsidiary offshoots are on the Adige-side : A 
branch N. from the Sella salient carries the Grodner J och and engages 
the eastern peaks of the Geislerspitzen, culminating in Sass Rigais.
Langkofel itself lies on a spur which curls W. from the Funffi.nger
spitze into the Grodnertal. The Schlern is on a spur which runs W. 
from the apex of the salient S. of the-Rosszahne. The Langkofel 
Group, Fassa Joch, Rosszahne, and Schlern, all lie along the S-Jringe 
of the Seiseralpe. 

(c) A short spur W. from the summit of the Marmolada carries the 
Vernal, which puts a finishing touch to the before mentioned S-shaped 
bend. 

• 

Offshoots in the Venetian basin 
(a) A spur running S. into the Ansiei basin from a node midway 

between the Lavaredo Sattel and Col dell' Angelo, carries Cadini. 
(b) A branch system which can be based on [Ampezzo .w. Piave] 

runs S.S.E. from Monte Cristallo (Piz Popena ?). It carries the Tre 
Croce Pass, Sorapis, and Antelao, on its watershed; and the Monti delle 
Marmarole on a spur towards the Piave. 

(c) The Pomogognon is on a spur which curls W. into the Ampezzo 
basin from Monte Cristallo. 
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(d) Monte Tofana is on a spur which runs N.N.E. into the Ampezzo 
basin from a node between the two southernmost peaks of the 
Lagazuoi. 

(e) A branch which can be based on [Cordevole .w. Piave] runs 
S.S.E. from the S. peak of the Lagazuoi, and carries on its watershed 
the Falzarego Pass, Nuvalao, Croda da Lago, Monte Pelmo, and Monte 
Civetta. 

(f) The Col de Lana is a peak on a short spur r.unning S. from the 
Settsass and answering to the title [Cordevole .w. Andraz]. 

(g) An important branch system the Alpine portion of which can be 
based on [Brenta .w. Piave] starts from a node lying between the 
Cima di Vezzana and Cimon della Pala. It contains the southern 
peaks of the 'Primiero Dolomites ' and first runs E .. S.E. to Cima 
Corona, Passo delle Cornelle, Cima Fradusta, and Cima Vani Alti; 
next S. to Cima d'Oltro, Passo di Cereda, and Sasso di Mur; then S.W. 
to Monte Pavione ; and finally S. to lose its Alpine character before 
losing its identity. 

On its Brenta-side : A short spur running S .W. from a node between 
Cima Corona and Passo Cornelle carries the Rosetta. A more notable 
spur runs S. from a node just E. of the Cornelle Pass and carries the 
Pala di San Martino, Cima di Ball and Sass Maor. It answers to the title 
[Cismon .w. Canali]. A short spur running S.W. from a node just 
W. of Cima Fradusta carries Cima di Canali. 

On its Piave-side a spur from Cima Vani Alti runs N.E. into the 
Cordevole basin and carries Croda Grande, and M. Agner. 

(h) From Cima Lagorei a spur [Brenta .w. Vanoi] runs S.E. and 
carries Cima d'Asta. 

The Major Branch System [Adige .w. 'Venetian' basin] has great 
Alpine content and moderately high mountain qualification. Its 
presence as an adjunct enhances the mountain value of the Puster
Carnic-J ulic extension of the Alps in its claims to be considered part 
of the Main Chain. It consists entirely of, and contains most of, the 
Dolomites. 

(7) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM ['VENETIAN ' BASIN .W. ' HUNGARIAN ' 

DANUBE]. 

This, the last sub-system of the [Adriatic .w. Black Sea] Basic Water
shed System, continues dolomitic or otherwise calcareous, to the end. 
Names are a jumble of German, Italian, and Slavonic. 

The Watershed 
From the Paternkofl the Basic Watershed (in Italy) runs E. and at 

its outset drains northwards towards the Drave and southwards towards 
the Piave. It carries the Dolomites Zwolferkofl, Elferkofl, and the Monte 
Crooe Pass ; all at the head of the Sextental. This valley (along the 
right side of which the Austrian-Italian frontier rejoins the watershed) 
is remarkable for the relative largeness of its stream and the abnormal 
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angle at which it joins the infant Drave, thus supporting the surmise 
that the D rave has cut back the head of its valley at the expense of the 
Rienz.13 Comparatively direct drainage into the Drave soon gives way 
to that into its long straight tributary, the Gail, which has some claims 
to be considered the primary river. The watershed continues to run E. 
to the Hochalpel Pass (near which Piave drainage gives way to that into 
the Tagliamento ), Monte Coglians, Kellerwand, and Plocken Pass. 
Someway further E. at the Osternig it turns S. to the Saifnitz (Pontebba) 
Pass and thence describes a remarkable cul-de-sac towards the S .W. 
forming the lefc margin of the upper half of the valley of the Gailitz, an 
affluent of the Gail. At the head of this valley (where Tagliamento 
drainage gives way to that of Isonzo) lies the Canin group, while the 
right side running N .E. carries the Predil Pass and leads to the Mangart 
and the J alouz. Between the two last named peaks in the Planitzatal 
the subterraneous sources of the Save first come to light, and that river, 
(no longer politically Hungarian) now takes over drainage from the 
Drave. 

[The ' Austrian-Italian ' frontier cuts across the Gailitz from the 
Osternig to the Piec (see below), the point \vhere Austria, Italy, and 
Yugoslavia meet. Thus the upper part of the Gailitz valley (containing 
the Raibler See and the Schlitza) is now Italian.14] 

The Basic Watershed (followed by the' Yugoslavian-Italian' fron
tier) now runs E.S.E. to the Terglou (Triglav, Tricorni), S. of which 
an ' elbow ' pointing W ~ encloses the head of the W ocheiner affluent of 
the Save, and leads to the Skerbina (Wochein) Pass and the Schwarzen 
Berg (Crna Prst, Monte Nero). From this point the watershed runs 
S. to the Karst (I{ras, Carso ), where Isonzo drainage ceases, then widens 
into the low plateau of the Birnbaumer Wald. The position of the 
presumed Alpine limit has been discussed ( A.J. 57. 364). 
Further S. the watershed threads its way between two underground
burrowing rivers : the Reka which flows into the Gulf of Trieste ; and 
the Poik, which flows through the Adelsberg caverns to the Laibach 
(Ljubljana) and hence the Save. After this it rises and broadens out 
to form the plateau of Piuka Planina culminating in the Krainer 
Schneeberg (Sneznik, Monte Nevoso), which, whether Alps or not, is 
higher than several well-known Alpine viewpoints. 

Offshoots in the ' Venetian' basin 
(a) A branch starting from a node just E. of the Hochalpel Pass can 

be based on the left margin of the Piave basin. The other side is 
drained by the Tagliamento and other rivers, so that it seems advisable 
to render it as [Piave .w. Gulf of Venice]. Its watershed runs S .S .W. 
and carries Monte Paralba, Monte Cridola, and Monte Duranno. 

A spur from a node a little S. of Monte Cridola runs E. towards the 
Tagliamento and carries Monte Premaggiore. 

13 Bonney draws this conclusion from the river profiles. See The Building 
of the Alps, 1912, pp. 170, 171. 

14 Baedeker. D almatien und die Adria, 1929, map, p. 21. 

.. 
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(b) A spur running W. from a node between the Saifnitz Pass and 
the Canin group separates two affluents of the Fella tributary of the 
Tagliamento and carries the Montasio. 

(c) A spur runningS. from the Jalouz carries the Flitscher-Grintouz 
and answers to the title [Koritniza .w. Isonzo] . 

(d) A spur running W. from a node just N. of the Skerbina Pass is 
merely the watershed between two reaches of the Isonzo . . It carries 
the Krn. 

. 

Offshoots in the ' Hungarian ' Danube basin 
. (a) Of hydrographic interest is the long but low and narrow system 
which can be based on [Gail .w. Drave]. Its watershed starts N. from 
a node a little E. of the Monte Croce Pass, but at the' Kartitsch' Pass, 
at the head of the Gail valley,15 it turns sharply E. to carry the 
' Lienzer Dolomites' (culminating in the Sandspitze), and further E. 
the Gailberg Sattel. 

(b) Of greater hydrographic importance and extension, but even 
lower mountain qualification is the branch system which can be based 
on [Save .w .. Drave]. Its watershed (patronised by the' Yugoslavian
Austrian' frontier) starts N. from a node between the Mangart and the 
Jalouz. After carrying the 'Ratschach' Pass and the Piec it turns E. 
to the Wurzen Pass and develops into the' Karawanken Alps 'carry
ing the Stou, and Loibl Pass. The watershed subsequently serves as 
the left margin of the Sanntal basin, and loses its Alpine characteristics 
long before its identity. 
. A branch forming the right margin of the Sanntal basin, carries the 
Sanntal-Grintouz the highest peak of this branch system, or of the 
Karawanken Alps. 

The whole Basic Section System ['Venetian' basin .w. 'Hun
garian' Danube] has considerable Alpine content, but inferior moun
tain qualification, its height generally declining from its origin to its 
end, with temporary revivals in the neighbourhood of Monte Coglians 
and the Terglou. With the exception of the Dolomites at the head of 
the Sextental the system consists of, and contains, all the conventional 
Carnic and Julie Alps. 

SUB-SYSTEMS OF (NORTH SEA .W. MEDITERRANEAN] BASIC SYSTEM 

THE Jlasic System which also answers to the more limited tit~es [Rhine 
.w. Rhone], and [Aar .w. Rhone], scarcely requires subdivision; but 
the Reuss, although actually a tributary of the Aar, is a major Alpine 
river and in any case the claims of [Reuss .w. Aar] to be a Major Branch 
System cannot be overlooked. This divides the Basic Watershed into 
two very unequal Basic Sections. 

, 

16 Only called Gailtal E. of Gailberg Sattel. 

, 
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(I) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM [REUSS .w. RHONE]. 

The Watershed 
Starting N.W. from the Wyttenwasserstock (E) the first summit is 

the higher W. peak of that mountain. It next carries the Wytten
wasser Pass, the Leckihorn, and the Muttenhorner, where it turns N. 
to carrry the Furka Pass and traverse the Galenstock, Tiefenstock, and 
the rest of the D ammastock range as far as the Eggstock (Eckstock). It 
thus forms the left margin of the Rhone Glacier. 

Offshoots in the Reuss basin 
. 

(a) A spur running N. from the Leckihorn carries the Lecki pass and 
the Stellibodenhorn. 

(b) A spur running E. from the Tiefenstock carries the Gletschhorn, 
Winterstock, and Mtitterlishorn. It is predominantly [Urseren .w. 
Goschenen ]. 

Offshoot in the Rhone basin 
A spur running W. from the Leckihorn carries the Saashorner. 

The Basic Section in spite of its smallness contains several consider
able mou·ntains. Its southern portion consists of conventional Lepon
tine Alps ; the northern portion of Bernese Alps. The Lepontine 
section falls into the domain of the Swiss' Alpes Valaisannes.' 

(2) NoRTH SEA MAJOR BRANCH SYSTEM [REuss .w. AAR]. 

The Watershed 
Starting N .N .W. from the Eggstock the watershed traverses the 

Maasplankstock and the Tierberg, where it turns E .. to the Steinberg
Gwachtenhorn, Sustenlimmi and Vorder Brunnenstock, It next runs 
N. to the Sustenhorn, Hinter Sustenhorn, Susten Pass, and the Grassen, 
'vhere it turns W. to carry the Titlis and Joch Pass. It now loses alti· 
tude, as it works its way W. between the Melchtal, and the Gental 
(Engstlen) to the Brunig Pass and Brienzer Rothorn, whence steering 
N.N.W. between the Entlebuch (Kleine Emme, to Reuss) and the 
Emmental (Grosse Emme, to Aar), it arrives at the Napf. It next 
runs E.N.E. to make a near approach to the Reuss, issuing from the 
Lake of Lucerne, and finally N. to its natural but barely Alpine end.16 

Albert Heim worked out the probable courses of the ancient valleys 
of the Four Forest Cantons (Partsch. op. cit., p. 29). 

Offshoots in the Reuss basin 
(a) A spur running S .E. from the I-I inter Sustenhorn contains the 

Flecldstock range which ends in the Salbitschyn. It is predominantly 
[Goschenen .w. Meien]. 

16 See again La limite entre les Alpes et le Plateau suisse. Fernand Bosse, 
Les Alpes, Janvier 1950. · 
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(b) A branch system runs E. from the Grassen to the Spannorts, and 
then N. to the Rotstock Group. It can be based on [Reuss .w. 
Engelberger Aar] in which case the Uri-Rotstock is off a spur towards 
the Reuss. . 

(c) It would be pedantic to say that the low spur, running N. from 
a node just W. of the Joch Pass, and ending in the Stanserhorn, was 
anything else than [Engelberger Aar .w. Sar:nen Aar]. 

(d) A branch running N. from a node between the BrUnig Pass and 
Brienzer -Rothorn eventually arrives at Pilatus, and is predominantly 
[ Sarnen Aar .w. Entlebuch] • 

. 

Offshoot in the Aar .basin , 
An extensive but low branch system starts S.S.W. from the 

Brienzer Rothorn and can be comprehensive~y included -under the title 
[Emmental .w. Aar]. After running about half way along theN. side 
of the_ Lake of Brienz it turns N .W. to its natural but barely Alpine end. 
It carries the Tannh<?rn near its outset and the H.ohgant after the bend. 

The Major Branch System [Reuss .w. Aar] consists entirely of con
ventional Bernese Alps. It has considerable Alpine content and has 
moderately high mountain qualification. 

(3) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM-[' BERNESE , AAR .w. RHONE]. . 

The qualification' Bernese 'is here used to signify th~ whole of the 
Aar drainage above its confluence with the Reuss, and thus includes the 
Saane (Sarine) and the Thiele. The Section System contains the 
greater part of the Basic System, but there is no call to subdivide it, 
for in general the branches having higher hydrographic value are low 
in mountain qualification, while those with high mountains are hydro-
graphically inferior. · 

The Watershed 
This starts W. from the Eggstock, but at the W eissnollen- it turns 

-s.S.W. carrying the Tieralplistock (E), Gelmerhorner; Gerstenhorn~r, 
and Nagelisgratli, thus far enclosing the head and right side of the 
Rhone Glacier. The Basic Watershed has thus described a cul-de-sac 
the length of ~hose margin is some five times greater than the distance 
across· its mouth. From the Grimsel the Basic Section watershed runs 
W.S.W., along the right side of the Oberaar Glacie-r, to the Oberaar 
Rothorn and Oberaarhorn at its head. Hence it runs W.N.W. to 
traverse the heart of the Bernese Alps with the Finsteraarhorn, Agassiz
horn, Fiescher-horner;17 Fieschergrat, Unter Monch Joch, and th_e 
Monch. It now runs S.W. forming the right side of the Lauter
brunnen valley with the Jungfrau Joch, the Jungfrau,_ Mittaghorn, 

11 The-latest map does not exhibit any ' Grindelwald Fiescherhorner ' or any 
' Walliser Fiescherhorner.' The former become ' Fiescherhorner ' ; the latter 
lose the name Fiescherhorner altogether . 
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Lauterbrunnen Breithorn, and Tschingelhorn. It continues in the 
same direction to the Petersgrat, Lotschen Pass, Balmhorn, and Gemmi 
Pass. Hence running W. it carries the southern peaks of the Wild
strubel, Rawil Pass, Wildhorn, Sanetsch Pass, and Oldenhorn after 
which ' permanent snow ' qualification ceases. From the Col de Pillon 
the ':Vatershed zigzags its way W. forming the right margin of the 
Ormont (Grand Eau) basin and carrying the Col -des Mosses, then bears 
N.W. to the Rochers de Naye. Hence it runs N. but at the Tremettaz 
(near the Moleson) it turns W.S.W. making a salient to accommodate 
the Veveyse. It steers its way between the Broye and Veveyse to 
Mont Pelerin and thence runs N.W. to Mont Jorat. The possible 
position of its Alpine limit has been discussed (A.J. 57. 365). 

Offshoots in the ' Bernese '. Aar basin · 
(a) From the Tieralplistock (E) a spur runs N.W. carrying the 

Tieralplistock (W), Diechterhorner, and Guttaner-Gwachtenhorn. 
It is predominantly [Trift .w. Hasli], but is comprehensively covered 
by the title [Gadmer (Nessen) .w. Hasli]. 

(b) The Oberaarhorn is the node from which the spur [Oberaar .w. 
Unteraar] runs E.N.E .. , the latter name being inclusive of the two con
fluent ' Finsteraar ' and ' Lauteraar ' glaciers. It carries the Gruner
horn and the Scheuzerhorn. 

(c) The row of massive mountains, which at first sight seems to form 
the left side of the Grindelwald valley, is not a continuous range and, 
with the exception of the W etterhorn, does not form part of the margin 
of the valley basin. It is merely a fa9ade or screen that happens to hide 
the topography of the glaciers and higher peaks lying behind the scenes, 
and is composed of the odds and ends of branches and spurs arising 
from the Basic Watershed. The Eiger lies on a direct spur; the 
W etterhorn on a considerable branch, while the Mettenberg is the butt 
end of a spur from that considerable branch, which is now under 
consideration. 

The considerable branch can be based on [ Aar .w. Liitschine] and 
starts from the Agassizhorn. With minor divagations it runs N. 
carrying the Finsteraar J och, Strahlegg Pass, Gros.s Lauteraarhorn, 
Schreckhorn, Nassihorner, Berglistock, and Rosenhorn.18 Hence it runs 
N.W. to the Mittelhorn,18 Wetterhorn,18 Gross Scheidegg, Schwarz, 
horn ; and finally W. to the Faulhorn and Schynige Platte. 

On the Aar-side (Hasli and Lake Brienz) : A subsidiary branch 
from a node just S. of the Berglistock can be based on [Aar .w. Urbach 
(Gauli)], its watershed running S.E. to Ankenballi, Ewigschneehorn, 
Hiihnerstock, and Bachlistock, where it turns N.E. to the Hiihnerstali
horn. A branch from a node midway between the Berglistock and· the 
Rosenhorn, can be based on [Urbach .w. Reichenbach]. It runs 
N.N.E. and carries the Renfenhorn, Dossenhorn, and Engelhorner on 

18 The latest map does not exhibit a group of ' Wetterhorner ' and reserves 
the name Wetterhorn for the peak previously known as the Hasli Jungfrau. 
The Rosenhorn and Mittelhorn are thus accounted individual mountains . 

• 
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its watershed ; with the Hangendgletscherhorn on a spur towards the 
Urbach. A spur running N.N.E. from the Wetterhorn carries the 
Wellborn and can be called [Rosenlaui .w. ~eichenbach]. 

. On the Liitschine-side a spur, predominantly [Ober Grindelwald 
Glacier .w. Unter Grindelwald Glacier], runs N.W. from the Nassihorn 
and carries the Klein Schreckhorn and the Mettenberg. 

The minor branch system [Aar .w. Liitschine] has greater Alpine 
content and higher mountain qualification than many Major Branch 
Systems but is of course hydrographically inferior. 

(d) The spur [Schwarze Liitschine .w. Weisse Liitschine], starting 
from the Monch, runs N.E. to the Eiger, then N.W. to the Klein 
Scheidegg, and the Mannlichen. 

(e) A great branch system, predominantly [Liitschine .w. Kander] 
but more comprehensively [Aar .w. Kander], starts from the Tschin
gelhorn. The high.er mountains happen to lie on subsidiary branches. 
Its watershed runs N.W. to the Mutthorn and Tschingel Pass; N.E. 
to the Gspaltenhor:n, then N .N .W. to the Biittlassen, and Gross 
Hundshorn. Its considerable continuation is of inferior altitude . 

On its Aar-side : the so-called Grosses Scl)ilthorn lies on a spur 
into the Liitschine basin. 

On the Kander-side the branch [Kien .w. Kander] starts W. from 
the apex of the salient just N. of the Tschingel Pass ; at the Morgenhorn 
it turns N.W., and carries the Wilde Frau, Hohtiirli Pass and Diin
denhorn. A subsidiary branch [Oschinen .w. Kander] runs W. from 
the Morgenhorn and ca-rries the higher peaks of the Bliimlis:..alp system 
and the Doldenhorn. 

(/) From the (Wildstrubel) R~thorn the branch [Kander .w. 
Simmen] runs W.N.W. to the Schneehorn, then E.N.E. to the higher 
summits of the Wildstrub.el, whence it runs N.N.W. to the Hahnen
moos Pass, and Albristhorn, finally turning N .N .E. to end in the 
Niesen. 

On the Kander-side a spur, running N.E .. from the Wildstrubel, 
carries the Steghorn and the Lohner. It can be called [Kander . w. 
Engstligen]. 

(g) A watershed of sdme hydrographic value and .carrying a .con
siderable system runs N. from the eastern flank of the Wildhorn. At 
first it separates the Simme basin from that of the Saane (Sarine), but 
is only comprehensive if rendered as [ Aar . w. Saane]. It carries the 
Saanenmoser Pass and several well-known viewpoints.19 

(h) An even lower system than that last mentioned, runs N. from a 
node W. of the Tremettaz. Its watershed first separates the basins of 
the Saane and the Broye, but ultimately reveals itself as [ Aar .w. 
Thiele]. It contains Mont Gibloux on a spur towards the Saane.19 

Offshoots in the Rhone basin _ 
(a) A spur running ·S.W. from the Oberaar Rothorn carries the Galmi

horn and Wasenhorn and is covered by the title [Fiescher .w. Rhone]. 
19 See again Fernand Bosse, op. cit. 
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(b) A considerable branch runs S. from the Gross Fiescherhorn and 
forms the left margin of the Grosser Alet~ch Glacier. It carries the 
Griinhorner, Grunhornliicke, Fiescher Gabelhorn,20 Wannenhorner,20 

and (ignoring the abnormal drainage of the Marjelen See) the Eggis
horn. Thus far it seems to be [Aletsch .w. Fiescher] but if the 
Bettmerhorn and Rieder Furka are to be included the title must be . . 

widened to [Massa .w. Rhone]. 
• 

On its Massa-side a spur running W. from the Fiescher Gabelhorn. 
carries the Kamni and the Faulberg. 

(c) The Ober Monch Joch and Trugberg lie on a spur running S.E. 
from the Monch, and which answers to the title [Jungfrau Firn .w. 
Ewigschnee Feld]. It may be noted that the Ewigschnee Feld has no 
connection with the Ewigschneehorn. 

(d) A lofty and considerable branch system starts from the Mittag
horn, and is most comprehensive if based on (Lonza. (Lotschen) .w. 
Rhone]. It first runs S.E. to the Lotschenliicke and Sattelhorn, where 
it turns S .W. to traverse the Schi( e )nhorn, Lotschentaler Breithorn, 
Breitlauihorn, Bietschhorn, Wilerhorn, and Hohgleifen, thus providing 
the head and left side of the Lotschental. 

Towards the Rhone : A subsidiary branch system which can be 
based on [Ober Aletsch .w. Grosser Aletsch] runs S.E. from the 
Sattelhorn and carries the Aletschhorn, Geisshorner, and Fusshorner ; 
while a spur from the Aletschhorn carries the Dreieckhorner and 
answers to the title (Mittel Aletsch .w. Grosser Aletsch]. A branch 
running E. from the Lotschentaler Breithorn carries the Gredetsch 
Joch, Nesthorn, Unterbachhorn, Hohstock, and Sparrhorn. It is 
essentially [Rhone .w. Ober Aletsch]. 

(e) A branch system runs S.W. from the Oldenhorn and carries on 
its watershed Les Diablerets, Pas de Cheville, Tete a Pierre Grept, Les 
Muverans, and les Dents de Morcles. To avoid cumbersome physical 
definitions21 it is convenient to entitle it [Rhone (Vaud) .w. Rhone 
(Valais)]. . 

On its 'laud-side a hook-shaped spur starting N.W. from the Tete 
a Pierre Grept carries the Pierre Cabotz, Col des Essets, and curves 
S. W. to the Argentine. 

On its Valais-side a spur from a node between the Tete a Pierre 
Grept and the Grand Muveran running E. carries the Haut de Cry. 

' 

The Basic Section System [' Bernese ' Aar .w. Rhone] has great 
Alpine content and presents the greatest contrasts of altitude. It 
consists exclusively of conventional Bernese Alps. 

SUB-SYSTEMS OF (BLACK SEA .W. NORTH SEA] BASIC SYSTEM 

THIS system scarcely requires subdivision but the Inn is a major Alpine 
river so that the claims of [Inn .w. ' Bavarian ' Danube] to be a Major 

20 The latest map does-not exhibit these peaks as the' Walliser Fiescherhorner.' 
21 Involving the great bend of the Rhone. 
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Branch System cannot be overlooked. This yields two quite unequal 
Basic Sections : one long and of considerable mountain qualification ; 
the other low and on the indefinite outskirts of the Alps. A medley of 
German, Italian, and Romance (both Romansch and Ladin) has to be 
dealt with. · 

(1) BASI~ SECTION SYSTEM (INN .W. RHINE]. 

The Watershed 
This starts N.E. from Pizzo Lunghino and carries the Fuorcla di 

Lunghino, Piz Gravasalvas, and Piz Lagrev, this being the only portion in 
close proximity to the actual Inn. It next runs as follows : N. to the J ulier 
Pass and Piz Surganda ; N .W. to Cima da Flix ; N. to Piz della Calderas, 
and E. flank of Piz Err; E.N.E. to Piz Jenatsch, Albula Pass, Piz Uertsch 
and Piz Kesch (the highest summit in the whole Basic System); N. to 
Piz Forun, and the Sertig Pass ; E. to the Kiihalphorn, Scaletta Pass, 
Scalettahorn, and Piz Grialetsch : N. to Fliiela Schwarzhorn, Fluela 
Passt and Fluela Weisshorn: N.E. to Plattenhorn (E), Verstanklaho~n, 
Silvretta Pass, and Signalhorn (where the watersh~d is temporarily 
joined by the Swiss-Austrian frontier); and E. to Piz Buin, and the 
DreiHinderspitze. 

Thus far the Basic Watershed has possessed fairly high mountain 
qualification but the Dreilanderspitze is the last peak on it to be highly 
glaciated. It still, however, gives off notably glaciated branches. ., 

Leaving the Dreilanderspitze by the Ochsenscharte and Ochsen
kopf, the watershed (no longer accompanied by the frontier.) threads 
its way N., between the Sanna (Paznaun and Stanzer) basin and that 
of the Ill (Montafon and Kloster), to the Valliila, Zeinis Joch, Fluh
spitze, and ~alteberg ; whence it runs N .E. to the Arlberg Pass and the 

· end of the Basic Section at the Valluga. 
The Basic Watershed makes no near approach to the actual Rhine. 

Offshoots in the Inn basin 
(a) A branch system starts from Piz Surganda and can be based on 

[Inn .w. Bever]. Its watershed runs E.S.E. to the Corn Suvretta and 
Suvretta Pass, then turns N .E. to Piz Saluver and Piz Padella. · 

On its Inn-side: A spur running S.E. from the Corn Suvretta 
carries Piz J ulier. A spur running E. from a node just E. of the 
Suvretta Pass carries Piz Nair. · . 

On its Beverin-side : A spur running S.E. from Corn Suvretta 
carries Piz Suvretta and Piz Bever. A spur running N. from a node 
N .E. of Piz Saluver carries Piz Ot. 

(b) A spur running E. from Piz Kesch carries Piz Val Miira, and can 
be called [Inn .w. Sulsanna] . 

(c) A branch which can be called [Inn .w. Susasca] starts from Piz 
Grialetsch. Its watershed engages theN. flank of Piz Vadret, runs E. 
to Piz Sasura, then N. to Piz del Ras and its natural end. 

(d) A spur essentially [Saglai~s .w. Lavinuoz] runs S.E. from a node 
midway between Plattenhorn (E) and the Verstanklahorn. It carries 
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Piz Saglains, and Piz Linard (the second highest of the whole Basic 
System). . 

(e) A branch system, conside~ably more robust than the continuation 
· .of the. parent watershed can · be based on [Inn .w. Sanna]. · Its 

watershed (intermittently patronised by the Swiss-Austrian frontier) 
starts E. from the DreiHinderspitze· and, after carrying the Augstenberg 
and Grenzec;kkopf, turns N.E. to the Vesilspitze, Biirkelkopf, Hexen
kopf and Furgler. 

On its Inn-side: A spur running E. from the Vesilspitze carri~s the 
Stammerspitze, Muttler, and Piz Mondin. It can be called [Inn . . w. 
Samnaun]. 

On its Paznaun (Sanna)-side : The .spur [Fimber .w, Trisanna] 
runs N. from the Grenzeckkopf and carries the Fluchthorn.. A spur 
running W.N.W. from the Biirkelkopf carries the Vesulspitze. 

(f) A branch system running N .E. from the Fluhspitze ·can . be 
based on ,[Trisanna· .w. Rosanna]. Its watershed carries the. Vertines
berg,. Kaarkopf, Kiichelspi~ze, Saumspitze, lllanka.horn,_ and Gross 
Gfallkogl. . 

On its Trisanna-side the spurs are incon~iderable. .. · . 
On its Rosanna-side : A spur running N. from the Vertinesberg 

carries the PatterioL A spur running N. from the ~iichelspitze. ~arries 
the Kuchenspitze and Scheibler Kopf. It can be r~ndered [Moos .w .. 
Ferval~]. A spur N .. from the Blank~horn carries the Riffier. 

Offshoots in th~. Rhine basin 
(a) A branch runs W.N .W. from a node just E~ of Piz Jenatsch and 

carries the ' Bergun ' Dolomites, with Piz Aela, Tinzenhorn . and Piz 
Michel. It answers to the title {Albula .w. Julia]. . 

(b) A branch which can be based on [Landwasser .w. Albula] runs 
W .S.W .. from a node just W. of the Sertig Pass. It carries the Hoch 
Ducan. 

(c) A low branch, but one of considerable interest to many, ·starts 
from the Fluela Weisshorn. Its watershed first runs ·N.W. between 
the Landquart (Pratigau) .and Landwasser (Davos) basins, and after 
carrying the Gorihorn, Pischahorn, and Wolfgang Pass, makes a salient 
in. process of turning S.W. to run betwee.n the Plessur (Aroser) and 
Landwa.sser basins. It carries the Schiahorn and Strela · P.ass and . 
eventually· reaches the Rothorns at the head of the Arosertal. Hence 
it can be continued to the Lenzerheide depression, St atzerhorn, and 
the confluence of the Hinter Rhein and Vorder Rhein, which here 
form the Rhine. Now the right-side of this branch drains into the 
Landquart, Plessur, and smaller tributaries of the Rhine; while the 
left-side drains successively into the Land wasser, Albula, and Hinter 
Rhein, which all belong to the basin of the Hinter Rhein. The water
shed can thus be regarded as [Rhein .w. Hinter Rhein] which is by no 
means the same as [Hinter Rhein .w. Vorder Rhein]. 

On the Rhine-side : From the apex of the salient W. of the Wolfgang 
Pass a spur running N .N .E. carries the Parsenn Furka, and Casanna. . . 

" 

\ 
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From a node just S. of the apex of the same salient starts a branch, 
predominantly [Landquart .w. Plessur], but comprehensively [Rhein 
.w. Plessur]. It traverses the Weissfl.uh; threads its way N. to the 
Casanna Pass, and _Duranna Pass, then turns W. to the Kistenhorn, 
Hochwang, and its natural end. . 

(d) An important branch system starts froin the Signalhorn. Its 
watershed (followed by the Swiss-Austrian frontier) carries the Sil
vrettahorn, Gross Litzner, -Gross Seehorn, and Schlappiner J och, at 
which point it develops into the ' Rhatikon ' wi~h the Sulzfluh, 
Scesaplana, and Naafkopf. Thus far it answers to the title [Ill (Mont
afon) .w. Landquart]. Comprehensiveness can be secured by basing 
it on llll .w. Rhine], in which case the watershed must be turned N. to 
the Drei Sch,vestern. 

Several spurs project towards the Ill : One carries the Lobspitze.-
Another carries the Zimbaspitze. · 
. A spur towards the Rhine carries the F alknis . 

. 

The Basic Section System [Inn .w. Rhine] is extensive and has 
fairly high mountain qualification. Apart from any consideration of 
' Rhretian Alps;' it contains most of the Albula Alps, and all the Silvretta 
and Rhatikon Groups-. 

(2) BLACK SEA MAJOR BRANCH SYSTEM [INN .w .. c BAVARIAN' DANUBE]. 

The Watershed 
Starting E. from the Valluga, the watershed first forms the left 

margin of the Stanzertal (Rosanna and Sanna) as far as the Parsierspitze 
(the highest summit of the System). It next runs N .E. to the' Heiter
wand,' and the Fern Pass; and E. to the Gri.instein, thus forming the 
right side and head of the Gurgltal. Thence it continues-E. to the 
' Mieminger Gebirge,' Seefeld Pass, and the range (N. of Innsbruck) 
carrying the Solstein, Gross Lavatscher, and Speckarspitze. Next it 
runs N.E. across the head of the Vomperstal to the Grubenkarspitze. 

.. Thence E.N.E. to the low (nameless?) pass between the Inn (stream
Kasbach) and the Achen See (to Isar), E. of which it engages the 
' · Sonnwend Gebirge ' turning first N. then W. to form the right 
margin of the Brandenberg basin as far as the Achen Pass, beyond which 
it becomes the left margin of the Mangfall basin. It finally loses its 
Alpine characteristics before ~~rving N .E. to its natural end. 

It is presumed: that the Otztal once fed the Loisach via the Fern 
Pass Gap ; that the Sill once fed the Isar via the Seefeld Gap ; and 
that the Ziller fed the Isar via the Achen See. Then the Inn cut back 
and captured them. (Partsch, op. cit., p. 39.) 

Offshoot in the Inn basin 
The only one of any hydrographic distinction is [Inn .w. Mangfall], 

which starts from a node just S. of the Achen Pass and zigzags its way 
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(2) BLACK SEA MAJOR BRANCH SYSTEM [INN .w. 'BAVARIAN' DANUBE] 
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N .E. In spite ·of its considerable length it is deficient in Alpine 
characteristics, which it loses before attaining its natural end. 

Offshoots in the ' Bavarian ' Danube basin 
(a) The branch [Isar .w. Lech] runs N. from a node a little W. of 

the Fern Pass. It is low and ~fter traversing th·e 'Ammer Gebirge' 
loses its Alpine character, before its identity. 

(b) Of greater mountain interest but inferior hydrographic value is 
the branch [Isar .w. Loisach]. Its watershed starts N. from the middle 
of the ' Mieminger Gebirge ' but soon turns E. to traverse the ' Wetter
stein Gebirge,' whence it takes a devious course N.N.E., passing 
between the Walchensee and Kochelsee, before achieving its natural 
but scarcely Alpine end. · 

A spur towards the Loisach from the western extremity of the Wet
terstein Gebirge runs N. to the Zugspitze, then N.E. It answers to 
the title [Partnach .w. Loisach]. . 

(c) A branch running N.W. from the Grubenkarspitze can be based 
on [Riss .w. Isar]. Its watershed traverses the eastern half of the 
' Karwandel Gebirge 'then curves N.E. 

The western half of the Karwandel system constitutes a spur 
running W. towards the Isar, and answers to the title [lsar p.w. 
Karw andeltal]. 

• 

The Major Branch System [Inn .w. ' Bavarian ' Danube] consists 
entirely of conventional Bavarian Alps. It has considerable Alpine 
content but is of inferior mountain qualification. 

• 

(3) BASIC SECTIO!i SYSTEM I' BAVARIAN.' DANUBE, w. RHINE]. 

The Watershed • 

At the· Valluga the Basic Watershed makes a sharp turn w-. to the 
Flexen Sattel, Wildgrubenspitze, and Roth.ewand, where it turns sharp 
E.N.E. to the Btaunarlspitze, thus · forming the apex of the Lechtal. 
A little N .E. of the Braunarlspitze it turns N .W., thus form!.ng the 
head of the Bregenzer Ach (to Lake c ·onstance), but soon straightens 
out somewhat to run N. and form the left margin of the Iller basin (to 
Danube) carrying the Heiterberg and Roher Ifen (or Ifer). It con
tinues to lose altitude, and notable zigzags again appear before it reaches 
its Alpine limit, the possible positions of which have been discussed 
(A.J. 57. 365). 

Offshoot in the ' Bavarian ' Danube basin 
. . 

Of some ~ydrographic importance is that which runs N.E. from 
a node at the ·head of the Bregenzer Ach valley and can be based on 
[Lech .w. Iller]. Though low it is comparatively long but loses its 
Alpine status before losing its identity. Its highest summit is the 
Madelegabel. 

• 



(3) BASIC SECTION SYSTEM[' BAVARIAN' DANUBE .w. RHINE] > 
:BAVARIAN' DANUBE ~--------WATERSHED--------~ RHINE· 
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Higher and better known peaks, however, are the Hochalpenspitze, 
Gross Krottenkogl, and Hochvogel, each lying near the outsets of 
separate spurs towards the Lech. 

Offshoots towards the Rhine 
(a) A low branch can he based on [Bregenzer Ach .w. Rhine], which 

starts from a node E. of the Braunarlspitze. It first runs W. carrying 
the Faschina Joch and 1-lohe Freschen, where it turns N. to its natural 
but scarcely Alpine end. · 

(b) Further N. low spurs separate various affiuents of the Bregenzer 
Ach and other tributaries of Lake Constance. 

The Basic Section System ['Bavarian' Danube .w. Rhine] has 
rather low Alpine content and very low mountain qualification. It 
would generally be classed as Allgauer Alpen and contains Coolidge's 
Alps of the Vorarlberg. · 
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